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Community Tour Map

STEP 1: Start at City Hall
Check out some of the analysis and feedback 
that has been gathered so far.

STEP 2: Community Tour
Use this map to take a tour of Mingo and ex-
plore locations and enhancements that have 
been identified. 

STEP 3: Tell us what you think
Along the way, respond to the questions on the 
survey that correspond with each numbered 
location. Your voice is a valuable piece of this 
process.

STEP 4: Back to the start
When you have completed the tour please 
email your form to cahunter@iastate.edu

THANK YOU!
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	With an X mark which of the streetscape concepts appeals: 
	to you the most: 
	undefined: 
	downtown 1: 
	downtown 2: 
	downtown 3: 
	your downtown: 
	undefined_2: 
	undefined_3: 
	undefined_4: 
	undefined_5: 
	undefined_6: 
	Street Trees: 
	3 What do you love about your downtown 1: 
	3 What do you love about your downtown 2: 
	4 What is missing from your downtown 1: 
	4 What is missing from your downtown 2: 
	access concepts would you be comfortable using: 
	undefined_7: 
	this space Before you see those images stand at the trail and: 
	this entrance into your community 1: 
	this entrance into your community 2: 
	needs 1: 
	needs 2: 
	14 Which of the sidewalk scenarios appeal to you most: 
	undefined_8: 
	7 Are there views or amenities along the trail that you want: 
	locations or add comments here 1: 
	locations or add comments here 2: 
	locations or add comments here 3: 
	letter A on your map or add comments below 1: 
	letter A on your map or add comments below 2: 
	letter A on your map or add comments below 3: 
	trail to have 1: 
	trail to have 2: 
	your community 1: 
	your community 2: 
	What do you want the first impression to be 1: 
	What do you want the first impression to be 2: 
	amenities would you like it to have 1: 
	amenities would you like it to have 2: 
	12 Please share your thoughts about the Sculptural Sign: 
	would those changes impact you and where you walk to 1: 
	would those changes impact you and where you walk to 2: 
	What concerns do you have: 
	communitys transportation system 1: 
	communitys transportation system 2: 
	communitys transportation system 3: 


